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“I think the biggest 
hurdle is that mitigating 
heat is nobody’s 
responsibility, yet it’s 
everybody’s concern”



“…participants…were uncertain of how heat 
preparedness and response aligns with their 
current responsibilities. Some emergency 
management professionals even perceived that 
heat was outside of their scope of work.”
BAMS 2019
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“cities call all the time and 
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Multi-disciplinary applied 
research on urban climate and 
hazard management… 
“heat doesn’t seem to fit in”

+ growing and strengthening network 
of organizations working on heat 
(NWS, ADHS, MCDPH, TNC, etc.) 

Mid 2010s Today
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NOAA/NWS StormReady

• helps arm America's communities with the communication 
and safety skills needed to save lives and property--before, 
during and after the event

• helps community leaders and emergency managers 
strengthen local safety programs
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NOAA/NWS StormReady

• 24-hour warning point and EOC

• Multiple communication channels 
to the public

• Local weather monitoring system

• Promote public readiness with 
community seminars

• Formal hazardous weather plan, 
including training and exercises
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NOAA/NWS StormReady
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History

“cities call all the time and 
ask what they should be 
doing about heat”

Multi-disciplinary applied 
research on urban climate and 
hazard management… 
“heat doesn’t seem to fit in”

+ growing and strengthening network 
of organizations working on heat 
(NWS, ADHS, MCDPH, TNC, etc.) 

Mid 2010s Today

2017: Tempe-ASU team 
receives NSF Smart & 
Connected Communities grant 
to study thermal extremes 
preparedness in Tempe and 
Buffalo

2018: Phoenix-ASU team 
selected as 1 of 35 cities to 
advance in national ideas 
competition, focusing on urban 
heat management

2018: ASU participates in first 
global forum on heat and health

2019: Productive conversations with 
NIHHIS leadership

2019: Support from ASU Healthy 
Urban Environments initiative to 
continue concept development

2020-2021: Pilot testing with cities in 
the U.S. Southwest, conversations 
with potential partners, HeatReady
Schools, HeatReady Neighborhoods



Concept
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“demonstrate increasing 
capabilities to identify, prepare 

for, mitigate, track, and respond 
to urban heat dangers”



Certification Tiers
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Tier 1 cities have demonstrated the necessary foundations to begin 
addressing heat and its impacts in a comprehensive manner. As such, 
the Tier 1 application questions are intended to assess a city's 
preparedness to take action. 
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Certification Tiers
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Tier 1 cities have demonstrated the necessary foundations to begin 
addressing heat and its impacts in a comprehensive manner. As such, 
the Tier 1 application questions are intended to assess a city's 
preparedness to take action. 

Tier 2 cities have demonstrated an active and comprehensive 
approach to respond to threats associated with heat. Tier 2 application 
questions assess the breadth, maturity, and reach of each city’s heat 
mitigation and adaptation plans, policies, and actions. 

Tier 3 cities are evaluating and iterating their approach to heat 
management and are demonstrating progress toward measurable 
and desirable outcomes. Tier 3 application questions assess the 
impact of each city’s heat mitigation and adaptation efforts. 



Tier 1 Application
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“Expression of interest” 
Check-boxes and short descriptive responses

1. Basic city information

2. Engagement with weather/climate data

3. Assessment of community impacts

4. Understanding of current heat management and collaboration

5. Understanding of current heat actions in city



Tier 2 HeatReady Standards
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Mitigation 
Actions 

(make the city cooler 
and more comfortable)

Green infrastructure

Materials and coatings

Waste heat

Shade structures

Water features

Building geometry

Air movement

Adaptation 
Actions 

(help people cope with heat)

Messaging and education

Cool public places

Cool homes

Cool workplaces+

Reliable infrastructure

Schedules and routes

Social cohesion and support

Internal 
Actions 

(support decision-making 
by city staff)

Roles and responsibilities

Visions and goals

City plans

External coordination

Community input

Data resources

Capacity building

Equity, Sustainability, and Institutionalization



Tier 2 Evaluation Principles
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• Manageable reporting burden 

• Recognize effort, reward institutionalization

• Flexibility and innovation

• Trust city staff judgment and expertise

• Progress is most important

• Not all actions are city led or managed



Moving Forward / Discussion Topics
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• Motivation and incentives
• Shared resource bank
• Community of practice
• Signal to funders
• StormReady insurance

• Systems and processes
• Technical knowledge
• Capacity

• Other HeatReady
Communities
• Schools
• Neighborhoods



HeatReady Use Case
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Heat Mitigation Actions in 2015 Plan (total of 23 across all hazards)



HeatReady Use Case
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38 Heat Mitigation Actions in 2021 Plan
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City-HEAT (Heat Equity Adaptation Tool)
A multi-objective, uncertainty-based planning 

framework for urban heat adaptation & management
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Warming climate leads to significant health concerns

Source: Shindell D. et al., (2020). The effects of heat exposure on human mortality throughout the United States. GeoHealth

Deaths in the 2010s Deaths in the 2090s (BAU)

Source: IPCC AR6

Global surface temperature change relative to 1850-1900

Source: IPCC AR6

observed change in hot extremes
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City is hot, but some neighborhoods suffer more…

Source: Popovich N., & Flavelle C, (Aug 9, 2019). Summer in the City Is Hot, but Some Neighborhoods Suffer More. New York Times
Robert K. Nelson, LaDale Winling, Richard Marciano, Nathan Connolly, et al., “Mapping Inequality,” American Panorama, ed.

“Redlining”
By HOLC

… due to past discriminatory urban planning practices

urban heat 
distribution

Baltimore, MD Portland, OR Richmond, VA
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Urban heat adaptation is an IMPORTANT but TOUGH problem!
Important 

Size of health impacts 

Concerns with equity

Size of expenditures
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Various 
decisions need 

to be made

Sub-city 
regions are 

different

Future is 
uncertain

Learning is 
possible

Multiple 
objectives are 

desired

Important Tough 

Size of health impacts 

Concerns with equity

Size of expenditures

Urban heat adaptation is an IMPORTANT but TOUGH problem!
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Adaptive management problem 
cast as a multi-objective

stochastic dynamic investment 
problem of very high dimension!

Important Tough 

Size of health impacts 

Concerns with equity

Size of expenditures

Urban heat adaptation is an IMPORTANT but TOUGH problem!
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City-HEAT (Heat Equity Adaptation Tool)
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Sub-city level 
policy functions

Decisions

when,
where,
which, 
how much, 
to invest?

City-HEAT (Heat Equity Adaptation Tool)
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…

…

…

Scenarios that are realizations of uncertain parameters

………

climate population aging poverty heat risks effectiveness

Sub-city level 
policy functions
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when,
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which, 
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City-HEAT (Heat Equity Adaptation Tool)
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…

…

…

Scenarios that are realizations of uncertain parameters

………

climate population aging poverty heat risks effectiveness

Sub-city level 
policy functions

Decisions

when,
where,
which, 
how much, 
to invest?

health 
benefits

Objectives

equity
impact

heat 
robustness

total  
cost

other
co-benefits

City-HEAT (Heat Equity Adaptation Tool)
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Optimize 
(Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm &

Direct Policy Search)

…

…

…

Scenarios that are realizations of uncertain parameters

………

climate population aging poverty heat risks effectiveness

Sub-city level 
policy functions

Decisions

when,
where,
which, 
how much, 
to invest?

health 
benefits

Objectives

equity
impact

heat 
robustness

total  
cost

other
co-benefits

City-HEAT (Heat Equity Adaptation Tool)



City-HEAT employs adaptive decision-making schemes 
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Decisions depend on what’s observed

year

… ….

… ….

System
States

Adaptation
Decisions

𝑡𝑡0 𝑡𝑡1 𝑡𝑡2 𝑡𝑡3 𝑡𝑡4 𝑡𝑡5
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year

… ….

… ….

Systems
State

Adaptation
Decisions

𝑡𝑡0 𝑡𝑡1 𝑡𝑡2 𝑡𝑡3 𝑡𝑡4 𝑡𝑡5

Direct Policy Search
- reduce dimensionality in decision space 

- adjust decisions with state of the system 

- find rules that are robust against uncertainty 
10 200

average heat wave days (t-5 : t-1) 

fr
ac

tio
n 

ch
an

ge
s 

(t
) 100

50

0

Decisions depend on what’s observed
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Case study – Baltimore City 

Background and motivation
- Baltimore has 10% of MD Population, but 28% of heat-related death
- shrinking and aging population with 21.8% poverty rate 
- “heat” inequity (Wilson, 2020; NYT, 2020)

Source: Plumer B., & Popovich N. (Aug 24, 2020). How Decades of Racist Housing Policy Left Neighborhoods Sweltering. New York Times
Wilson B. (2020) Urban Heat Management and the Legacy of Redlining. Journal of the American Planning Association

Background and motivation
- Baltimore has 10% of MD Population, but 28% of heat-related death
- shrinking and aging population with 21.8% poverty rate 
- “heat” inequity (Wilson, 2020; NYT, 2020)

City-HEAT application  
- 11 districts, 4 actions, and 110 decision variables 
- 2020-2039 (20 years), 1,500 scenarios (16 uncertain factors)
- 5 objectives
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Case study – Baltimore City 

Background and motivation
- Baltimore has 10% of MD Population, but 28% of heat-related death
- shrinking and aging population with 21.8% poverty rate 
- “heat” inequity (Wilson, 2020; NYT, 2020)

Data source
- 32 temperature projections (NA-Cordex & LOCA datasets) 
- sub-city temperature distributions (ground-based sensors) 
- demographic data (American Community Survey) 
- range of uncertain parameters

City-HEAT application  
- 11 districts, 4 actions, and 110 decision variables 
- 2020-2039 (20 years), 1,500 scenarios (16 uncertain factors)
- 5 objectives

Source: Plumer B., & Popovich N. (Aug 24, 2020). How Decades of Racist Housing Policy Left Neighborhoods Sweltering. New York Times
Wilson B. (2020) Urban Heat Management and the Legacy of Redlining. Journal of the American Planning Association



City-HEAT generates optimal adaptation policies 
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Pr
ef

er
re

d

Ideal 

*

*: per 100,000 people

City-HEAT generates 170 optimal adaptation polices for Baltimore City
-- using Borg Many Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (200,000 iterations and 10 seeds)

cost equityeffectiveness robustness co-benefits



City-HEAT generates Pareto-efficient adaptation policies 
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Pr
ef

er
re

d

Ideal 

*

*: per 100,000 people

City-HEAT generates 170 Pareto-efficient adaptation polices for Baltimore City

cost equityeffectiveness robustness co-benefits
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City-HEAT illustrates trade-offs among objectives 

Effectiveness vs. Cost Effectiveness vs. Equity
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City-HEAT illustrates trade-offs among objectives 

increasing 
marginal 
cost

Effectiveness vs. Cost Effectiveness vs. Equity
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City-HEAT illustrates trade-offs among objectives 

increasing 
marginal 
cost

more 
equitable 
policies 
are more 
expensive

Effectiveness vs. Cost Effectiveness vs. Equity
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City-HEAT provides details for individual policy
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City-HEAT provides details for individual policy
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mortality no adaptation

mortality with adaptation
policy effect
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Summary
In general, 

• Urban heat adaptation is a tough adaptive management problem 
-- lots of objectives, decisions, uncertainties over decades

• City-HEAT can generate Pareto-efficient policies based on multiple objectives across scenarios 
-- a reference set for decision makers
-- detailed decision rules for each sub-city region and adaptation pathways in different scenarios 

• City-HEAT can be generalized to other cities 
-- most input data required are public available 
-- code is open source with a user manual (will be on GitHub)
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Summary
In general, 

• Urban heat adaptation is a tough adaptive management problem 
-- lots of objectives, decisions, uncertainties over decades

• City-HEAT can generate Pareto-efficient policies based on multiple objectives across scenarios 
-- a reference set for decision makers
-- detailed decision rules for each sub-city region and adaptation pathways in different scenarios 

• City-HEAT can be generalized to other cities 
-- most input data required are public available 
-- code is open source with a user manual (will be on GitHub)

For Baltimore, we find that 

• Marginal cost of saving lives from extreme heat increases 

• Equitable polices can be much more expensive (Effectiveness-Efficiency-Equity trade-offs)
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Thank You!
Email:    rshi8@jhu.edu
Twitter: @DrSray



Max Wei  
Research Scientist, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab

CAL-THRIVES – A California Toolkit 
for Heat Resilience in Underserved 
Environments
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CAL-THRIVES
A California Toolkit for Heat Resiliency in 

Underserved Populations

UCLA Climate Adaptation Research Symposium
September 9, 2021

Max Wei
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
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Research team
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EXTREME HEAT: “Heat now causes more deaths than 
hurricanes, tornadoes or floods in most years”  The Guardian 6/20
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Heat is increasingly brutal in California’s Central Valley, where low incomes, 
poor air quality, old homes, and high utility bills disadvantage many residents

California and Fresno are hot …and getting hotter

22 extreme heat days/year by 2040 - 2060

55 extreme heat days/year by 2080 - 2099 

Source: Climate 
Change & Health 
Vulnerability 
Indicators for 
California (CCHVIs)

https://www.theguardian.com/
us-news/2021/jul/10/
california-central-valley
-extreme-heat-race
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The good news is that we can act now on preventative 
strategies to mitigate heat health impacts

• Remedy the built environment, such as building retrofits & 
increases to tree canopy

• Enhance community and home cooling programs
• Improve social capital and connectivity at the neighborhood 

level Source: Cal-heat.org

SH
O

RT
 T

ER
M

LO
N

G
 T

ER
M

CAL-THRIVES project developing a toolkit for local and state stakeholders

• Increase awareness of heat-related vulnerability 
• Identify areas that are vulnerable to extreme heat events 
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Our heat-resiliency recommendations incorporate both 
community input and science

Community engagement

Cooling center optimization Outdoor measure modeling

Heat Resilience Toolkit

Fact sheets
Modeling outputs

Heat vulnerability index tool
Online tools (videos, webinars)

Policy/program recommendations

Neighborhood-scale building modeling
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Community engagement and feedback
are a key part of the project

Outreach methods
• Community meetings (2)
• Focus groups (4)
• In-home interviews (11)
• Phone interviews (90)

Collecting and responding to community feedback a 
key part of project

• To help understand how residents cope with 
extreme heat

• To better understand resident needs, preferences, 
barriers to proposed cooling strategies & how they 
view community cooling centers

• To inform our modeling assumptions 
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We’re modeling nine passive indoor cooling measures in a 
worst-case heat wave, with and without grid power available

Storm windows

Window overhangsWindow blinds

Solar-control window films Natural ventilationRoof insulation Radiant barrier

Cool roof Cool walls
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We’re also evaluating eight active indoor cooling measures
and four passive outdoor cooling measures

Mini-split AC

Portable fans

Central AC

Attic fan

Portable AC

Ceiling fans

Window AC

Evaporative cooler

Cool walls

Canvas canopies

Cool pavements

Trees

ACTIVE INDOOR PASSIVE OUTDOOR
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Neighborhood-scale building modeling with CityBES

• CityBES is an open tool for 
neighborhood- to urban-scale 
building modeling

• The team has developed a 
residential building dataset for 
several neighborhoods in southwest 
Fresno

• The CityBES tool can model energy 
savings for one building or for a 
group of buildings 

(https://citybes.lbl.gov/)
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We model worst-case heat wave (7 days between 108 and 111° F), with grid 
power-on and grid-power off, and consider several resilience metrics

Resilience Metric Parameters in metric

UDH (unmet degree hours) • Air temperature

HICH (heat index caution 
hours)

• Air temperature
• Relative humidity

SETUDH (standard effective 
temperature unmet 
degree-hours)

• Air temperature
• Relative humidity
• Mean radiant temperature
• Air velocity
• Metabolic rate
• Clothing insulationPMVEH (predicted mean 

vote exceedance hours)
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Example heat resilience metric : Unmet degree hours

• “Unmet degree hours” (UDH) is defined as the total area under the curve for an 
indoor temperature vs. time plot that is above a threshold temperature, T(Thresh).  

• The colored area above represents the UDH. 
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Some community findings from focus groups and 
individual interviews

Kinship networks
• A surprisingly large number of renters rent from family members
• Importance of kinship networks in securing housing, and the existence of ‘supra-household’ decision-making 

units

Multi-generational households
• Many respondents for the IDIs are heading up multi-generational households, often transient/transitory 

household sizes
• Such informal arrangements often not formally recognized by authorities; difficult for older residents to 

acquire support from city/state

Local Experts
• Each Focus Group contained a ‘local expert’, often long-term locals 
• Expertise appears to be related to position along the lifecycle trajectory and/or social position within the 

community: e.g. young parents, seniors, business owners. 
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Some findings from community survey (n=90 
respondents): people pay a lot and are hot!

• 92% have electricity costs of > $150 per month in summer
• 72% report feeling too hot at home very often during the 

summer
• 14% have evaporative (swamp) coolers
• 44% willing to plant trees, bushes, or shrubs in their yard
• 67% very comfortable opening doors or windows in the summer
• 8% have solar-control window films in their homes
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Cooling center findings from community outreach

• The majority of residents queried prefer to balance mild discomfort 
from heat for the privacy and security of home. 

• Several respondents voiced concerns attendees that were not in 
their shared demographic or lifecycle group. 

• Most respondents do not report going to any common location 
during heat waves, e.g. they do not report heading to ‘the mall’ or 
‘the movies.’

• There is no magic bullet for improving attendance at cooling 
centers.
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Cooling center recommendations

• We recommend that money be used directly for either improving the cooling 
in homes for the most vulnerable, or for extending and enhancing the 
services/hours/activities of public spaces that supply cooling as an ancillary 
benefit (e.g. community centers, libraries). 

• We also recommend that cooling centers be expanded into emergency 
response centers or ‘resilience hubs’ that could find a role in worst case 
events or in the confluence of acute events, such as wildfires causing extreme 
air pollution in conjunction with extreme heat events. 

• Finally, we think there might be a role for city agencies to invest in/take 
advantage of malls, which already serve as transportation hubs, and typically 
have high-end, large scale HVAC installations. 
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Our toolkit elements target various stakeholders from 
local community to state-level agencies

Toolkit element Toolkit element scope CBO Local NGO/ 
National 

NGOs

State-
level 

Agency 
1) Community info sheet

Staying cool in general, dangers, hydration, fans, cooling centers x
2) Summary matrix of  

output
Table of all modeled measures
- results by resilience metric for each measure 
- costs, energy impacts for each measure x x

3) Measure Sheets For each measure sheet:
- benefits, costs, supplier contacts, watch items, tips, installation, lifetime, 
- pointers to other resources; x x

Passive Measures  e.g.: window films, cool walls x x

Active measures  e.g.: room air conditioners (window/ portable/ mini-split/ evap. coolers) x x

Outdoor measures – e.g. cool walls, trees x x
4) Online tools

CityBES (for modeling the measures and HVI mapping) x x

Training package(s)/ videos/ webinars (e.g. EPA Webinar)

x x
5) Policy/program   

recommendations Specific recommendations re: to advance CAL-THRIVEs findings x
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Toolkit examples
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1. Community info sheet
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2. Cooling Measure Fact Sheets
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3. Matrix of resilience metric outputs
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Simulation example for passive measures
at neighborhood scale

Relative improvement from baseline in unmet degree hours as a function of passive cooling 
measures for grid off scenario, King Neighborhood 

Natural ventilation and window films are the most effective measures
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4. Online tools (videos / webinars)

• Training package(s)/ videos/ webinars (e.g. EPA Webinar) e.g. for state climate collaboratives
– CityBES.lbl.gov (for modeling the measures)
– Heat vulnerability index (HVI) tool

HVI tool
https://citybes.lbl.gov/?hvi=1

CityBES
https://citybes.lbl.gov/
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Our Heat Vulnerability Index Tool maps exposure, sensitivity, 
adaptation, and overall heat vulnerability

https://citybes.LBL.gov/?hvi=1

Exposure Sensitivity Adaptation Heat Vulnerability Index

Number of hours with high heat index
Longest number of consecutive heat-wave
days
Number of heat-wave days

PM2.5 concentration

Ozone concentration
Building heat resistance indicator

Percent elderly and under 5

Percent of pop. without high school degree

Percent of pop. below poverty level

Percent non-white pop.

Percent of pop. with ambulatory disability

Asthma hospitalization rate

Heart attack rate

Percent of pop. with a cognitive disability

Median income

Percent of area covered in parks
Highest vulnerability in 

south/central Fresno
with high sensitivity
and low adaptation
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5. Policy/program recommendations – e.g.:

Policy needs and gaps:
• Development of minimum cooling requirements by climate zone, building type
• Policy to up-level cool walls/ cool roofs on replacement

Programmatic needs/opportunities:
• Testing/demo/pilots needed for incorporation of passive/active measures into existing program
• More data collection and baselining of housing stock e.g. heat resilience audit/assessment

Further research priorities:
• Non-energy metrics development and incorporation into codes/standards and cost effectiveness
• Developing estimated health impacts and costs as a function of metrics 
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CAL-THRIVES full modeling results and toolkit
will be available early next year

• Estimated reductions in
– Indoor air temperature
– Unmet degree hours
– Heat index danger hours

• Recommendations
– Passive, active measures
– Building code innovations



Thank You!
LBNL: Max Wei, Ronnen Levinson, 
Tianzhen Hong, Kaiyu Sun
mwei@lbl.gov

Indicia: Susan Mazur-Stommen
susanmazur@gmail.com 
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We are working in SW Fresno in King and Kirk 
neighborhoods

1. SW Fresno
– Community meetings
– Focus groups
– Home walk throughs
– Community building modeling

2. King and Kirk neighborhoods
– In home interviews
– Building modeling

3. Blocks in King & Kirk
– Landscape-feature modeling (trees, 

lawns, etc.)
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A close up of the SW Fresno neighborhoods and blocks

29
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Resilience Metric Parameters in metric Limitations Thresholds

UDH (unmet 
degree hours)

• Air temperature • Neglects relative humidity, mean radiant 
temperature, air speed, clothing, and metabolic 
rate

• Uses cooling setpoint as threshold, which could 
vary with different control strategies

• Cooling setpoint

HICH (heat index 
caution hours)

• Air temperature
• Relative humidity

• Neglects mean radiant temperature of zone 
surfaces, indoor air speed, occupant clothing, and 
metabolic rate

• Caution: 27 °C
• Extreme caution: 32 °C
• Danger: 39 °C
• Extreme danger: 52 °C

SETUDH (standard 
effective 
temperature 
unmet degree-
hours)

• Air temperature
• Relative humidity
• Mean radiant temperature
• Air velocity
• Metabolic rate
• Clothing insulation

• No comfort zone thresholds given by ISO or 
ASHRAE standards

• Grid-on: SET 28 °C
• Grid-off: SET 30 °C

PMVEH (predicted 
mean vote 
exceedance hours)

• Fanger’s PMV calculated in EnergyPlus may 
underestimate the cooling effect of 
increased air velocity

• Thermal comfort: 0.7

• Unbearable limit: 3

A variety of resilience metrics are characterized during a worst case heat wave
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Identifying cooling priorities through a 
multi-tiered climate equity analysis:

• Daytime hotspots
• Nighttime hotspots
• People of color 
• Low-income population 
• Asthma
• Population over 64 and under 5
• And more… 

Resilient 
Los Angeles



Identified first pilot project location 

using the Climate Smart Cities Equity 

and Cool analyses.

Cool Streets LA
Pro jec t  se lec t ion

Courtesy of https://streetsla.lacity.org/cool-la-neighborhoods



Using heat island data combined with 

other transportation and equity 

metrics to prioritize cooling retrofits for 

bus stops.

LA Metro
Gu id ing  cap i ta l  i nves tments

Courtesy of WikiMedia Commons: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:LA_Metro_200_bus_stop_on_Alvarado_Street.jpg



Identifying priority resilience projects 
through a multi-benefit framework:

• Connect neighborhoods

• Cool urban heat islands

• Absorb stormwater through GSI

• Protect against flooding

Richmond, CA 
Resilience Roadmap



New High-Resolution Urban Heat Data

• 14,000 communities

• 30m resolution

• Now on ESRI Living 
Atlas

• Search for “ESRI 
Urban heat island 
severity for U.S. cities”



ParkServe platform links park need …



… with urban heat island risk



…to identify optimized points for greening
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